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Chapter 1041: Real strength 

Ye Chen knew Wanchen Sword Jue clearly now. 

 

Between the waves is a sword art. 

 

Together, Wan Jian surrender! 

 

Except for the top spirit sword, it cannot be stopped at all. 

 

This is indeed easy in his opinion, but to everyone, it seems like hell. 

 

The six people stared at their hands, then looked at the sword on the ground. 

 

His eyes widened. 

 

What the **** is this. 

 

They gathered their true energy, grabbed them with five fingers, and wanted to grab those swords out 

of thin air. 

 

But found it impossible! 

 

"It's useless." 

 

Ye Chen's indifferent voice fell without any emotion. 

 

"Also, I don't like others standing in front of me. I don't like it very much." 

 



Not far away, Xiang Yingjie saw this scene, and his smile freezes. 

 

There was a stormy sea in his heart. 

 

What kind of magic is this! Can you control someone else's sword? 

 

Unheard of! 

 

He looked at Ye Chen again, less contemptuous, and his expression became extremely serious. 

 

There is definitely a problem with this kid. 

 

Situ Feng didn’t know what had happened because he turned to his side. It’s just that the six people 

were motionless, and the anger in his heart burned more and more. Even ignoring Ye Lingtian’s sword, 

he roared, “It’s a **** bunch of trash. Do it! I'm being held by a sword, so you guys just watch?" 

 

The six people instructed, and they turned their fists into claws and turned towards Ye Lingtian, even 

without a sword in their hands! 

 

They were sure that Ye Lingtian did not dare to hurt Situ Feng! At most it is to scare them! 

 

But they hadn't considered Ye Lingtian yet, but they found that Ye Chen had been in front of them. 

 

"Did I let you go?" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, the eyes of the six people shrank, their eyes violent. 

 

"Although I don't know how you made our sword lose its spirituality, we don't need to use a sword, and 

we can take you down!" 

 



After the words fell, one of them even punched out. 

 

Bursts in bursts. 

 

A white air current vibrated out, as if turning into a sword, penetrating through. 

 

In an instant, everything was broken, seeing the white air current about to hit Ye Chen's body, Ye Chen 

snorted coldly, and slammed out the same punch. 

 

A flat punch, but it contains the power of infinite body refining and the power of blood dragon. 

 

The evil spirit was wrapped around the arm. 

 

As if a touch of crimson broke open! 

 

Sputtering out! 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's power swept away, and feeling the red wave of air, the old man who shot realized that 

something was wrong. 

 

Actually a body refiner! 

 

Body refining is not rare in Linhai City, and the Linhai City Auction will auction body refining techniques 

many times, which also makes for a large number of body refining here. 

 

But he has never seen anyone able to burst out such power! 

 

Except those few! 

 

Between his thoughts, Ye Chen's fist had already touched the white air current. 



 

The white air flow exploded on the spot! unstoppable! 

 

Then, Ye Chen's punch firmly touched the old man who shot it! 

 

How could the old man think that there would be this scene? It was too late to think about it, and his 

whole body flew out! 

 

A mouthful of blood was spit out in the air, which was really embarrassing! 

 

Situ Feng witnessed the whole process and was slightly startled, but how could he allow his 

subordinates to be so unbearable, and roared: "Fuck a bunch of rubbish, even a **** of this kind of 

strength can't handle it. You have five hands left!" 

 

One person was injured, and the other five were aware of the seriousness of the matter! They went to 

Ye Chen one after another. 

 

At this moment, the shadow of the fist was all over the sky, and the aura around it was also changed! 

 

But what's the use of the solemn killing, Ye Chen rushed into the crowd, a flame burst out of his brows. 

 

Huo Liaoyuan immediately wrapped these five people. 

 

The flame of the unquenchable fire grows stronger and burns everything! 

 

In the face of absolute strength, these people were madly suppressed. 

 

Ye Chen is like a bulldozer in the flame, directly crushing and breaking through. 

 

Wherever he went, a mess! 



 

When Ye Chen walked out of the flame area, the flame was full of painful groans! 

 

Some people were swallowed by the unquenchable fire and died on the spot, but some went crazy 

toward the sea. 

 

I wanted to extinguish the flames with the help of sea water, but I didn't know that the flames on them 

were immortal! 

 

Once contaminated, it cannot be extinguished. 

 

In pain and screaming, everything finally calmed down. 

 

Only one young man stood proudly, his icy eyes shot at Situ Feng. 

 

A single look made Situ Feng's heart frightened, and his back felt cold. 

 

He frantically wanted to break through Ye Lingtian's sword, but found that it was all in vain! 

 

Isn't it rumored that the two are as strong as ants? 

 

What the **** is this! 

 

It's totally inconsistent! 

 

Ye Chen walked towards Situ Feng step by step, and every step was extremely oppressive. 

 

A drop of blushing blood oozes from Situ Feng's neck. He stared at Ye Chen, and said: "You...what are 

you going to do, I am from the Situ family! If you kill me, you won't want to leave the whole Linhai City!" 

 



After speaking, he suddenly thought of something. He looked at Xiang Yingjie with a life-saving gaze, and 

quickly said: "Xiang Yingjie, what are you doing standing up? As a punishment bureau, you don't want to 

take this kid quickly." 

 

Xiang Yingjie frowned, his attention focused on Ye Chen. 

 

He found that this young man couldn't see through, and the power in the opponent was too unusual. 

 

It controls the violent flames. 

 

It should be a practitioner of flame attribute. 

 

It is naturally impossible for him to associate Ye Chen with Ye Sutian, because a mere flame and his 

current strength are simply not worthy! 

 

Afterwards, he looked at Situ Feng with a sneer at the corner of his mouth: "Isn't Mr. Situ telling me not 

to shoot, I just did it." 

 

"Master Situ, right?" 

 

The tone is extremely joking. 

 

This can half-dead Situ Feng, almost spitting out blood. 

 

But the current situation forced him to compromise, and he could only speak: "Xiang Yingjie, I will give 

up taking Ye Chen! Please also take action to suppress this kid!" 

 

Between the words, there is suffocation! 

 

Ye Chen didn't like trouble anymore, and directly ordered: "Ling Tian, kill." 



 

"Yes, the Lord!" 

 

These simple words scared Situ Feng to death, and he said to Xiang Yingjie: "Xiang Yingjie, please take 

action! As long as you take action, our Situ family will no longer fight for that place with you." 

 

Xiang Yingjie’s mouth outlines an arc If you ask so, then I won't watch you die. " 

 

Then he moved! 

 

Even if it advances by one place, there may be a huge gap. 

 

This has nothing to do with the cultivation base, but the real combat power. 

 

In the blink of an eye, Xiang Yingjie appeared in front of Ye Lingtian! 

 

Five fingers grabbed Ye Lingtian's sword on the spot. 

 

Ye Lingtian's face changed drastically, and the power of the Void King Realm and the power of the 

remaining essence and blood burst out! 

 

The ground cracked and the air wave burst. 

 

I thought I could break free, but found that his sword was actually welded to death. 

 

Xiang Yingjie smiled: "What Xiang Yingjie wants to destroy does not exist! Of course, it also includes 

people!" 

Chapter 1042: He is my person! 

The words fell, "Crack!" Ye Lingtian's sword shattered directly. 

 



At the same time, the violent power of refining rushed away. 

 

Ye Lingtian could only explode with all his strength to resist! 

 

"boom!" 

 

When the two forces collided, Ye Lingtian stepped back more than ten steps, a trace of blood 

overflowed from the corner of his mouth. 

 

Just as he was about to fall into the sea, a slender hand was pressed on Ye Lingtian's shoulder. 

 

It was Ye Chen. 

 

"Hall Master... his subordinates are useless!" 

 

Ye Lingtian said. 

 

Ye Chen patted Ye Lingtian on the shoulder, and comforted: "You are already pretty good. You are not 

used to this power. When it is completely integrated, the strength will be stronger." 

 

"Also, it is normal for you to lose to this person." 

 

Ye Chen stared at Xiang Yingjie with cold eyes, and the sense of refining his body remained extremely 

hostile. 

 

Even fear. 

 

All the power of this person is entirely dependent on the flesh! 

 

Ye Lingtian's current realm, it is impossible to defeat it! 



 

Xiang Yingjie twisted his neck, looked at Ye Chen at last, and said jokingly: "Ye Chen, there was that old 

guy protecting you before, what are your plans today! 

 

Offended the Mo family, even if the old guy is standing here, he is not qualified to protect you! " 

 

"What I didn't expect is that you are also a body refiner, and it looks like it is the second stage of 

solidification. In the eyes of ordinary people, you can be regarded as a strong one, but you met me! I am 

the dominant body. The peak of the period, half a step! Today, I will let you feel what despair is!" 

 

After the words fell, Xiang Yingjie took three steps and jumped into the air on the third step! 

 

A full ten meters high! 

 

Then, a punch! 

 

"I will let you understand that everything is a worm shaking the tree! Want to compete with me? Not 

enough! Broken me!" 

 

The power of Xiang Yingjie's body refining that fell from the sky is released! 

 

Too violent! 

 

A light blue air current flowed unexpectedly from his fist. 

 

The airflow seemed to tear the air, tearing through the space, thinking about Ye Chen. 

 

The blue air flow bloomed, and the entire shore seemed to be turned into a sea. 

 

The huge waves shot to Ye Chen! 



 

"Boom!" 

 

The next moment the roar exploded and the sky shook. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were firm, the power of refining broke out, and the unquenchable fire was wrapped 

around his fist! 

 

At the same time, run the power of the blood dragon! 

 

Smashed out! 

 

One punch fight, touch thoroughly. 

 

The sea behind suddenly churned! It is tens of meters high! 

 

The majestic energy exploded! 

 

This punch shocked the world! 

 

Situ Feng in the distance exhaled, in his eyes, Ye Chen would definitely die. 

 

Although I can't get used to Xiang Yingjie, Xiang Yingjie's strength is beyond doubt. 

 

He can't shake, and others can't shake it! 

 

However, this punch did not separate the two. 

 

No more injuries. 



 

It still continues! 

 

"how is this possible!" 

 

Situ Feng exclaimed, with a punch, he didn't die! 

 

And it was held by him! 

 

Those strong in the punishment bureau and the crowd onlookers took a breath! 

 

There are not many young people in Linhai City who want to resist Xiang Yingjie's punch! 

 

However, it can never be Ye Chen! 

 

At this moment, the air seems to be filled with two energies! 

 

The two energies are like a lion and a dragon entwined together. 

 

No one can stand anything! 

 

Xiang Yingjie's heart was overwhelming, and he could feel Ye Chen's power. 

 

Actually comparable to him! 

 

Even if he didn't use his full strength, how could this ant be on par with his 70% strength! 

 

He cannot accept it! 

 



No longer hesitating, Xiang Yingjie roared, and the lion exploded, swallowing towards Ye Chen like a 

giant beast. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and all his dantian power was swept over his arm. 

 

No fear! 

 

But after all, he was far behind Xiang Yingjie in refining. 

 

"Puff!" With a burst of blood, Ye Chen took three steps backwards! 

 

Xiang Yingjie was also uncomfortable, blood spilled from the corner of his mouth, and his body took two 

steps back. 

 

The clothes on his body had exploded to pieces, revealing rock-like muscles. 

 

The eyes are extremely solemn! 

 

He could feel his internal organs being shaken! 

 

This is something he has never done before! 

 

Who is this kid! Why can the physical body in the bone-fixing stage be able to compete with his 

domineering stage? 

 

One move! 

 

It was just a confrontation, not only did Ye Chen not die, but also injured Xiang Yingjie! 

 

This is a shame to Xiang Yingjie! 



 

The killing intent in Xiang Yingjie's eyes is extremely strong! He knew that Ye Chen had been injured, and 

now was the best chance! 

 

"Little beast, you are very good! But you can't hold my next punch!" 

 

After the words fell, Xiang Yingjie's body was full of evil spirits, and the light of the stars was flowing 

above his fist, like a giant star beast, breaking the galaxy, and rushing toward Ye Chen. 

 

This punch was his ten percent strength, even if Ye Chen's physical body surprised him, he couldn't resist 

it! 

 

Just in case, Xiang Yingjie forced out a drop of blood, the blood burned, and the aura on his body 

became more terrifying! 

 

This is the first time in many years that someone has forced him into such a state. 

 

His face is hideous, like a bloodthirsty beast. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen could feel the power in his body trembling, and the punching arm was even a 

little numb. 

 

If he uses the power of refining again, he will definitely suffer. 

 

His eyes fell on the Jiuyou Sky-killing Spear inserted in the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

It just so happened that he wanted to try the combination of the Jiuyou Sky-killing Spear and the Sky-

Breaking Three Skills, what kind of power it is! 

 

I don't know it, but it's enough to destroy this hero's body! 

 



Ye Chen didn't shrink back, stepped forward! Just about to sacrifice the Jiuyou Skykiller, "Stop!" The cold 

voice resounded through the audience. 

 

Then, a beautiful shadow slowly fell. 

 

It even stood in front of him. 

 

A faint fragrance permeates, this is a girl's inherent body fragrance. 

 

The back is graceful, and the ratio of the waist to the hips is too perfect. 

 

A long skirt, immortal. 

 

Mourning! 

 

Mourning's appearance instantly made the killing air in the air disappear. 

 

With a wave of Mourning's slender fingers, a golden circular barrier blocked him. 

 

There are ancient texts circulating continuously. 

 

Xiang Yingjie's punch hit the golden barrier. Not only did the barrier not collapse, it actually reflected a 

force! 

 

Hit directly on Xiang Yingjie! 

 

Xiang Yingjie had no idea that Mourning would suddenly rush out to rescue Ye Chen The powerful force 

could no longer be restrained, and directly penetrated his body. 

 

A mouthful of blood was spit out, and his whole person was extremely weak! 



 

The body almost fell to the ground. 

 

At the critical moment, he drew the wide sword from his waist and plunged it directly on the ground! 

 

The violent flames flickered and a deep sword mark made him reluctantly stop! 

 

When the crowd saw this scene, someone suddenly screamed: "This is the reversal of the Mo family! 

Miss Mo has actually performed the reversal of the universe!" 

 

"No, the order to arrest Ye Chen was issued by the Mo Family. Why did Miss Mo Family rescue Ye Chen! 

In theory, Ye Chen could not withstand Xiang Yingjie's punch!" 

Chapter 1043: Hold it down! 

The crowd was shocked. 

 

Even Situ Feng's expression had completely changed, and he really didn't understand what Mourning 

meant. 

 

Even if he didn't know it, Situ Feng walked quickly towards Mourning, with a flattering smile on his lips. 

 

There are two younger generations in the Mo family, which is the hope of the Mo family. 

 

One is that peerless body-refining genius, and everyone is looking for Ye Jiao's gun for this person. 

 

The other is his sister, Mourning! An untouchable existence in the eyes of countless practitioners and 

body refiners in Linhai City! 

 

You can only watch from a distance and not play with it! 

 



Situ Feng came to Mourning's face and said with a smile: "Miss Mo, half a year ago, Yunshan said 

goodbye, and finally met again, I am..." 

 

Check out new PVP arena battles! 

Before he finished speaking, Mourning's indifferent voice sounded: "Go away." 

 

The air instantly solidified, and Situ Feng's expression was ugly! 

 

He couldn't think that Mourning could not get off the stage in front of so many people! 

 

But what can be done! 

 

He has no right to choose! 

 

He could only smile and said, "Good." 

 

Then, leave obediently. 

 

Xiang Yingjie, who was injured not far away, stood up, staring at Ye Chen! 

 

In his eyes, all this belongs to Ye Chen! 

 

"Miss Mo, why did you hurt me? Your Mo family asked me to arrest Ye Chen! Besides, this kid insulted 

you." 

 

Xiang Yingjie asked even though his heart was not peaceful. 

 

Mourning's expression was calm, her slender fingers flicked the hair to her ears, and then looked at 

Xiang Yingjie condescendingly, and said, "This person has offended me, so naturally I want to deal with 

it. I don't want to use other people's hands!" 



 

"Also, starting from today, Ye Chen's life is mine! His people are mine too! Only I can kill! If you dare to 

do it, my Mo family has the right to give everything to you and the forces behind you, Uprooted!" 

 

The cold words echoed! There is no doubt! 

 

All the people present took a breath! 

 

No one would have thought that Miss Mo actually wanted to protect Ye Chen, still in front of everyone! 

 

From then on, Ye Chen's life belonged to Mourning! At least the entire Linhai City is unmovable! 

 

Also not eligible to move! 

 

Why is the key! 

 

Such ants, not only were Mourning invited to the teahouse, but they also missed the appointment, and 

now they have become the object of Mourning's shelter! 

 

Could it be that Ms. Mo's fell in love with the little white-faced skin of this kid? 

 

Xiang Yingjie's heart was full of blood, his fists clenched, and he was extremely angry! 

 

He was too aggrieved in his heart, not only did he not kill Ye Chen today, but he also hurt himself! 

 

It's not worth it! 

 

The key is that the woman in front of him wants to protect Ye Chen, who dares to move! 

 



There was a trace of violence and killing in his eyes. 

 

If one day, he holds the power, he will let this Mourning be happy under his crotch! 

 

And Ye Chen, he wanted to blow Ye Chen's body with one punch! In order to alleviate that monstrous 

anger. 

 

Just as everyone was thinking, a voice rang from behind Mourning: "Hey, I don't seem to agree." 

 

Ye Chen felt a little unhappy, and he was not afraid of Xiang Yingjie. 

 

Why should a woman be saved? 

 

The key is that this woman simply said a single sentence, as if she had bought herself? 

 

Ye Chen's words, although very light, fell into everyone's ears accurately. 

 

The corners of everyone's mouth twitched, and they couldn't wait to pick Ye Chen's mouth! 

 

And Mo Ning's frosty eyes glanced at Ye Chen and snorted coldly: "Ye Chen, you have no right to refuse. 

Now, you come with me! I need an explanation from you! An explanation to let me dove! Not satisfied, I 

will kill you!" 

 

After speaking, several Mo family masters gathered around. 

 

One of them is even stronger. 

 

Although Mourning said coldly, in Ye Lingtian's eyes, this Miss Mo family was obviously saving them! 

 



Ye Lingtian stood beside Ye Chen and said softly: "Hall Master, I feel that Miss Mo seems to be soaking 

you..." 

 

Ye Chen: "..." 

 

When the middle-aged man on the side heard these words, he was not angry! 

 

How could the young lady's eyesight be interested in ants like you! 

 

He wanted to say something, but seeing that Mourning had already gone outside, he shouted to the two 

of them: "Hurry up!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled, put his hands behind him, and followed. 

 

It just so happened that if he wanted to see the existence of the ancient catastrophe from the Han 

family, he needed to get on the line of the Mo family. 

 

This Mourning is extremely important. 

 

One more thing. 

 

He must figure out the connection between Mourning and Mo Ning'er. 

 

Logically speaking, Mo Ning'er should be the ancestor of Mo Ning. 

 

The years are so long and the blood is diluted, it is impossible to be so similar. 

 

There must be a problem inside! 

 

... 



 

... 

 

The original teahouse. 

 

The environment is quiet, and the strong Mo family guards outside the door, not allowing anyone to 

approach. 

 

At the moment, inside. 

 

Mourning sat down quietly, and the waiter carefully brought a cup of the best tea in the hall. 

 

"Miss Mo, please use." 

 

After that, it retired. 

 

And Ye Chen and Ye Lingtian just stood like this. 

 

Mourning took a sip of tea, raised his head, looked at Ye Lingtian, and said, "This matter has nothing to 

do with you, you go out." 

 

Ye Lingtian nodded, the atmosphere in the air was too weird, he was anxious to go out. 

 

He is here, and even feels like a light bulb. 

 

He knows the peach blossom luck of the Lord of the Palace, it is very likely that Miss Mo Family has 

taken a fancy to the Lord of the Palace! 

 

After Ye Lingtian disappeared, Ye Chen sat directly beside Mourning and poured a cup of tea on his own. 

 



Mourning was startled, and said displeasure: "I didn't seem to let you sit. You have to know that you are 

no different from a corpse in my eyes, as long as I want to." 

 

Ye Chen took a sip of tea, waved his hand and said impatiently: "Okay, just the two of us, don't pretend 

to be forced, you saved me, there must be a reason, but it is definitely not because I let you dove. 

thing." 

 

Mourning raised her eyebrows: "Wrong, this thing makes me very uncomfortable, I really want to kill 

you." 

 

"But before killing you, I want to know how you can see that tomb at a glance!" 

 

Ye Chen drank another cup of tea, then raised his head and stared at the girl in front of him. 

 

The facial features are exactly the same as Mo Ning'er. 

 

Even a mole on the earlobe, size, and location is still the same! 

 

I really want to say the difference, the only difference is that Mo Ning'er has a mark on the eyebrow, but 

this person does not. 

 

"Answer my question." Mourning was uncomfortable being stared like this. 

 

Ye Chen stretched out and smiled: "If I'm stupefiedDo you believe it?" 

 

"Do not believe." 

 

"I'm sorry, I'm really dumbfounded." 

 

Ye Chen naturally couldn't tell what happened to Xiao Huang. 



 

Although having a good impression of Mourning does not mean that the other party can know this 

secret! 

 

"you" 

 

Mo Ning'er slapped the table with a palm, the tea cup and teapot were all shattered and tea juice spilled 

out. 

 

Afterwards, Mo Ning'er stood up, supported the table with both hands, staring at Ye Chen steadily: "I 

don't need to investigate this question." 

 

"But! You have to tell me why you used my Mo family's exercise "Good Fortune and Body Refining"!" 

Chapter 1044: ancestor 

Ye Chen's expression was a bit wrong when he heard "Good Fortune Refining the Body". 

 

"Beauty Refining Body Jue" was given to him by Mo Ning'er. If it were to be said, it was indeed the Mo 

family's practice. 

 

But I don't have any contact with the Mo family, how can I explain it? 

 

I can't say that I know the ancestors of the Mo family, even the other side looks exactly like you. 

 

Even if he said it, Mourning would not believe it. 

 

Just as Ye Chen hesitated, Mo Ning walked to Ye Chen's side, circled around, examined and said: "When 

I was in the land of Fuze, I felt a familiar breath from you. "Beauty Refining the Body." 

 

"Even the "Beauty Refining Decision" on you feels stronger than my brother. Who are you? Why haven't 

I seen you in Linhai City!" 

 



Mourning's voice was cold, and it was even more of a five-finger pinch. The golden light in his hand 

flickered, and the ancient words even touched Ye Chen's chest. 

 

"I don't like to talk nonsense with others. If you want to survive, you can only tell me the truth. This 

golden rune is extraordinary, enough to make your body crack and painful! You will beg of me then." 

 

Mourning was particularly confident in the golden runes. 

 

She was still interested in Ye Chen, but it seems that Ye Chen has many doubts. 

 

It even concerns the entire Mo family. 

 

Must investigate clearly! 

 

Even if this person met her in the land of Fuze, it might have been planned. 

 

She sees many such people. 

 

In the name of encounter, I approached myself, wanting to follow this line to cling to the Mo family. 

 

The Situ family, Xiang family, Xu family and so on are all like this, which is why she has a tough attitude 

towards these people. 

 

But now, if Ye Chen is really so, it would disappoint her too much. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the golden rune on his chest without any panic. 

 

He is in control of the way of the magic talisman. 

 

What is this little rune in front of me? 



 

"Remove your hand, this rune is not a threat to me." 

 

Ye Chen's tone was indifferent, and then, his right hand was clasped on Mourning's wrist. 

 

The pro of skin. 

 

An anger appeared on Mourning's face: "Let go!" 

 

Since she was young, she has no right to touch her hands except some members of the family. 

 

And this man actually blasphemed himself! Sin is unforgivable! 

 

She turned her wrist, and the golden rune patted Ye Chen's chest. 

 

The golden rune shone with dazzling light, just like a dagger. Once it is pierced, the consequences will be 

disastrous! 

 

Mourning didn't want to kill Ye Chen, but the other party's actions gave her no chance to think about it! 

 

Seeing that the rune was about to tear Ye Chen, Ye Chen snapped his fingers. 

 

The rune suddenly disappeared. 

 

Mourning's jade hand lightly pressed on Ye Chen's chest. 

 

Mourning was stunned. 

 

Own rune spell... actually failed? 



 

Who is this Ye Chen! 

 

Her Mo family is invincible with rune technique and body refining technique, although it is hidden from 

the world, but the background still exists. 

 

It is impossible for ordinary people to control one of them. 

 

However, Ye Chen in front of him has mastered two casually! 

 

How can this make Mourning calm. 

 

"Miss Mo, it's not good to touch a man's chest like this." 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's voice ringing in his ears, Mourning quickly retracted his hand, and stepped back a few 

steps to maintain an absolutely safe distance from Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, is it because you have Mo family's blood flowing on you? I'm afraid that Ye Chen's name is 

fake." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, didn't intend to continue talking nonsense, but seriously said: "Can I trust you?" 

 

Mourning was startled, hesitated for a few seconds, then nodded heavily, "At this moment, no one can 

be trusted except me." 

 

"If I wanted to kill you, I wouldn't have to save you just now. You have a very strange feeling in you. 

When you have an accident, there seems to be a voice in my heart that I must save you!" 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes, not talking nonsense, and said directly: "I have some connection with your 

Mo family. In other words, I know your ancestors of the Mo family." 

 



Ye Chen said it entirely because Mo Ning'er from the reincarnation cemetery actually spoke. 

 

Just said a few words-rest assured, the tomb owner, this woman will not harm you! 

 

When Mourning heard Ye Chen's words, his expression was a little wrong: "You lie, treat me as a three-

year-old girl?" 

 

Gengu is only in her twenties, how can she know her ancestor of the Mo family! 

 

Ye Chen is not like an old monster who has lived for thousands of years! 

 

Ye Chen naturally had a way to explain, a golden Buddha light condensed in his hand! 

 

Ten Thousand Buddha Diamond Fist blasted directly! 

 

The light of the Buddha was permeating, and the destructive power drove the entire table, crashing to 

pieces. 

 

The fist of the shadow condensed by the meaning of ten thousand Buddha penetrated the entire 

teahouse on the spot. 

 

When the wall collapsed, cracks appeared on the ground, and billowing smoke and dust moved in all 

directions. 

 

At this moment, Mourning's expression seemed to freeze. 

 

Of course she knew this Ten Thousand Buddha Diamond Boxing! 

 

Only the father and brother control the entire family! 

 



As for the other members of the Mo family, none of them can learn it, including her! 

 

After all, this is the Zhiyang technique! 

 

But now, she unexpectedly found a third person! 

 

Except Mo's! 

 

The most important thing is that the Ten Thousand Buddha Diamond Fist that Ye Chen broke out was 

even purer than that of his father and brother! 

 

Right now, the only explanation is that the exercises on this person really came from the ancestors! 

 

But why did the ancestor give someone a foreign surname? 

 

"Why did you come to Linhai City? Did my ancestor let you come? My ancestor is still alive?" 

 

Mourning asked three questions in a row. 

 

Ye Chen didn't tell the whereabouts of Mo Ning'er, but said: "It is not convenient for me to tell you the 

specific things, but it is indeed related to your Mo family ancestors. There is something that needs your 

help." 

 

Mourning thought for a moment, but chose to believe Ye Chen temporarily, and said: "You said, if it 

doesn't go against the interests of my Mo family, I will consider helping you." 

 

The words fell, but he didn't expect Ye Chen to say surprisingly: "I want to see Han Yun from the Han 

family! I must see!" 

 

This matter is about the hundred great abilities, and there is still one and a half years left before the 

agreement of the blood spirit clan ! 



 

In any case, he must meet this person! 

 

Stormy waves were set off in Mourning's heart. If Ye Chen made other requests, she might really satisfy 

Ye Chen. 

 

But it is about the Han family, and even the extremely mysterious existence of the Han family! 

 

She was not qualified even if she wanted to help. 

 

"Ye Chen, I can't help you with this matter. Of course, the Han family has a strong relationship with the 

Mo family, but any matter involving Han Yun, no matter how good the relationship is, it is useless! 

Besides, Han Yun has been closed for many years, I advise you to die This heart." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes condensed, naturally it is impossible to give up, and then said: "I only need you Mo 

family to take me to the Han family, and I will take care of the rest!" 

 

Mourning's beautiful eyes stared at Ye Chen, she could feel Ye Chen's determination. 

 

Although she didn't know Ye Chen's purpose, but the word Han Yun was indeed related to an ancestor. 

Chapter 1045: Spiritual clone? 

It's just that the ancestor left Kunlun Xu, went to that place, and never returned. 

 

   I don’t know life and death. 

 

   The whereabouts of this ancestor, the Mo family has not given up. 

 

   At least until I saw the skeleton, I still believed that the other party was still alive. 

 

   Not the ancestor that Ye Chen said, this is it. 



 

   She couldn't believe it, but she had to doubt it. 

 

After hesitating for a long time, Mourning made up his mind and said: "If you want to contact the Han 

family, it is not impossible. You must go to the Mo family with me first. If my father and brother 

disagree, then you will completely stop reading. Think about it." 

 

   "Okay." Ye Chen was a little excited, at least it proved that there was hope. 

 

   Mourning show opened the door of the teahouse and said: "First, my brother and father are not 

easy to deal with. I can only be a guide. If you fail, you may even be in danger of life." 

 

   "Okay, that's it, if you still insist on this, just follow me." 

 

   Mourning wiggled his perfect figure, walked outside, and got into a carriage. 

 

   Ye Chen also followed, but before he stepped on the carriage, he was stopped by the middle-aged 

man: "Bold, this is the carriage of the lady, what are you doing!" 

 

   Before Ye Chen could speak, a cold voice sounded behind the carriage curtain: "Lao Tian, let him 

get in the car, and also, his companion, arrange for a ride and go to Mo's house." 

 

   The middle-aged man, Lao Tian, stunned his whole body. He is the housekeeper of the Mo family 

and has always protected the young lady's safety. 

 

   Such a right year, he knows Miss better than anyone! 

 

  This carriage, no opposite **** can set foot on it! 

 

   But why is Miss Today behaving so abnormally! 

 



   First, desperately rescued Ye Chen, and now let Ye Chen get on the carriage again, is it true that, as 

others have said, did the lady like this guy? 

 

   But this kid is so capable, what qualifications does he have to cling to the high branches of the Mo 

family! 

 

   Although he was unhappy, he obediently stepped aside and let Ye Chen get in the car. 

 

   At the same time, they arranged a mount for Ye Lingtian, and the two walked side by side. 

 

   Ye Lingtian glanced at Lao Tian, and said: "I said your lady is interesting to the palace master, but I 

don't believe it. The palace master has the title of goddess harvester in China. It is estimated that your 

lady has also fallen, which is normal." 

 

   "Also, Ji Siqing, you should know, I heard that Ji Siqing is also interesting to the Lord, this news is 

not a secret, you can find out if you inquire." 

 

   "Forget it, you don't know anything about feelings." 

 

   Old Tian almost spit out a mouthful of old blood when he heard Ye Lingtian's understatement. 

 

   China is a humble place, Kunlun’s virtual magic era, without aura, unable to practice! 

 

  How does an ant from such a place match up with a lady? 

 

   The key facts are developing in this direction more and more! 

 

  …… 

 

   After the Mo family carriage and everyone left, two figures walked out from the side of the tea 

house. 



 

   It was Xiang Yingjie and Situ Feng who were injured. 

 

   The two clenched their fists, their hearts burned with anger as they watched Ye Chen step onto the 

carriage. 

 

   Since Mourning has issued a killing order, why should he protect Ye Chen! 

 

  This move is simply embarrassing both of them! 

 

Situ Feng saw the anger in Xiang Yingjie's heart, and a cold voice sounded: "Xiang Yingjie, I think that 

now you and I should stand on the united front. What happened today is that Ye Chen. If Ye Chenpan It’s 

impossible for us to kill again in the future!" 

 

   Situ Feng's eyes were full of killing intent. 

 

Xiang Yingjie glanced at Situ Feng, and said coldly: "With this Ye Chen's body refining strength, it is 

indeed possible to get the favor of the Mo family, but since he touched my Xiang Yingjie's interests, I 

must let him die! Mo! Home can't stop it!" 

 

   Situ Feng was startled, and looked at Xiang Yingjie in surprise: "You mean..." 

 

   Xiang Yingjie’s bones heard a crackling sound, and Sha Yi even formed a lion phantom above his 

head! 

 

   "It's easy to kill a person in Linhai City. I have trained a part of Deadpool in the Punishment Bureau, 

and it's time to use it." 

 

   "Also, some women really think that they are born famous, so they have no fear. I should also let 

her understand that Kunlun's virtual rules are not rights, but the weak and the strong!" 

 



   "Situ Feng, how about Miss Mo Jia who enjoys the Linhai City high above? She should still be a 

young girl. If she is struggling under us, she must be very excited..." 

 

   Situ Feng was completely stunned when he heard the ferocious words. 

 

   This hero is crazy! 

 

   actually wanted to shoot Mourning! 

 

   If he fails, it means that Xiang Yingjie will bear the anger of the entire Mo family! 

 

   He just wanted to refuse, a cold voice fell in his ears: 

 

"Now that you know my plan, you have only two choices, either die or participate. If I remember 

correctly, your Situ family should have several peaks of the Void King Realm and Dao Source Realm 

powerhouses to use. ." 

 

   Situ Feng was cold all over, he hesitated for a few seconds, knowing that once he refuted, he 

would become Xiang Yingjie's soul under the sword. 

 

  He has no choice! 

 

   If this matter is successful, he can even press this high goddess under him, which is a bit exciting to 

think about. 

 

The excitement dazzled his head, his fist and Xiang Yingjie's fist collided: "Well, I'll do a **** big vote 

today! I have tolerated that Mourning for a long time, I can't get her. Isn’t it possible that people who 

can’t get her, hahahaha!" 

 

   The laughter resounded and echoed. 

 



   Soon, the two figures disappeared completely, as if they had never existed. 

 

  …… 

 

   In the carriage, Ye Chen closed his eyes tightly. 

 

   finally had time to come to the reincarnation cemetery He found Mo Ning'er in a red dress the first 

time. 

 

   Mo Ning'er is absorbing the energy in the reincarnation cemetery, and the original feeling of 

weakness has improved a lot. 

 

   After that, Ye Chen glanced at the tombstone of Xue Qiye again, and wanted to provoke him with a 

sense of resistance. 

 

   Obviously, even if he is the owner of the tomb, the more he goes to the back, the more these 

powers are not controlled by the rules. 

 

Whether    comes out, it depends on what the other party means. 

 

   Suddenly, Mo Ning'er opened his eyes, stood up, and looked at Ye Chen: "The tomb owner, who 

still refuses to come out?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and then said: "That guy is not important. I am really curious. What is the relationship 

between Mourning and you outside? Why do you look so alike? And when you left, I was afraid that you 

had no children. " 

 

   Mo Ning'er's face blushed slightly: "The tomb owner loves to talk and laugh. When I left Kunlun Xu, 

and now I am a virgin, how can I have children?" 

 

   "Then how can Mourning, Miss Mo's family outside explain?" 

 



   Mo Ning'er squinted her eyes slightly, and said lightly: "Does the tomb master know the clone of 

Divine Mind?" 

 

   Hearing these words, Ye Chen's heart seemed to stop beating. Is this Mourning a clone of Mo 

Ning'er? 

Chapter 1046: Hidden Murder 

When the strength reaches a certain level, it is indeed possible to leave a clone in the world. This clone 

is no different from a normal person, and it can share memory and power! 

 

   But this can only be done by those top powers, even the emperor is not qualified, it must be of 

higher strength! 

 

   Mo Ning'er is very strong, there is no doubt about this, but if she can condense the clone, he would 

not believe it. 

 

Mo Ning'er noticed Ye Chen's doubts, and a smile appeared at the corner of her mouth: "Tomb owner, 

Ning'er really does not have the ability to do a clone. If Mourning is my clone, I should know the master 

of the tomb. Looking at the entire reincarnation cemetery, only a few people have this strength!" 

 

   "As for Namoning, it's just a drop of essence and blood that I left behind, and it's just a clone 

cultivated by the Mo Family using Heaven-defying Spells." 

 

"I know the Mo family. The Mo family has always wanted to know the things behind the Blood Spirit 

Race, and even more about my whereabouts. Cultivating Mourning is the key, because the entire world, 

across the realm of space and time, can only communicate with the body. ." 

 

   "And this Mourning is the opportunity, but unfortunately, the Mo family still made a mistake. 

Mourning has my form and mind, but no god, so it can only be regarded as a half clone." 

 

   Hearing such remarks, Ye Chen was completely shocked. 

 

   Clone can also be synthesized by magic? 

 



  Also, is this Mourning a human? 

 

Mo Ning'er understood Ye Chen’s inner curiosity, and explained: “Tomb owner, the Mo family’s spell 

comes from a long time ago. It’s a heaven-defying technique, and it costs a lot. The power of a 

magician." 

 

   "As for Mo Ning, she is no different from a normal girl. She was also pregnant in October, but the 

Mo family had already intervened." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. Just when he was about to ask something more, Mo Ning'er's eyes became 

extremely serious. She looked in one direction and said coldly, "The tomb owner, it seems that some 

people don't want you to go to Mo's house. ." 

 

   Ye Chen understood what Mo Ning'er meant, and returned to reality, only to find that the carriage 

had stopped. 

 

   Mourning's expression is extremely cold. 

 

   She glanced at Ye Chen, who opened her eyes, and said: "Ye Chen, stay in the car, remember, 

never get out of the car, if your strength is to get out of the car, you will definitely die!" 

 

   After finishing speaking, Mourning opened the curtain and walked out directly. 

 

   At this moment, outside the carriage, dozens of people were surrounded. 

 

   The solemn and icy breath penetrated the audience. 

 

   These dozens of people are all wearing weird masks, extremely hideous. 

 

   The surging cultivation base is above the Void King Realm! 

 



   There are even a few people in Daoyuan Realm! 

 

   And on Mourning's side, there are only two Dao Source Realms! 

 

   Old Tian and an old man with a folding fan in white. 

 

   Ye Lingtian's sword had been drawn out, he controlled the mount, and approached the carriage 

where the hall master was sitting. Once someone took the initiative to the hall, he would stop the 

opponent at the cost of his life! 

 

   Lao Tian stared coldly at those masked powerhouses who were blocking the way, and shouted 

angrily: "Bold, do you know who we are! If we don't let go, we will definitely die!" 

 

A masked man headed by    sneered: "Isn't it the Mo family? You really think of yourself as a green 

onion? We are the one who stopped you!" 

 

   Old Tian's complexion changed drastically. It was obvious that the group of people in front of him 

had already made plans. 

 

  This place is out of a gorge, and it is some distance from Mojia and Linhai city center. 

 

   sparsely populated, it is definitely the best opportunity to get started. 

 

He looked at the young lady behind him, and whispered: "Miss, if there is a conflict later, I will open a 

**** road for you, and please leave immediately! This place is about 20 kilometers away from the Mo 

family, so we can only call the Mo family for support. There is a chance!" 

 

   Mourning shook his head: "Old Tian, you can't leave. I'm afraid these people are coming for me. 

Although I don't know the identity of the other party, one thing is certain. These people are 

desperadoes!" 

 

   The words fell, and a soft spirit sword appeared in Mourning's hand. 



 

   Spirit sword rippled out of aura, pointing directly at the group of uninvited guests: "I want to see 

who is so bold, even the Mo family dare to get involved!" 

 

   "Everyone in the Mo family listened to the order, let's make a **** road!" 

 

  The cold voice fell, and Mo Ning'er rushed out first. 

 

   Although she did not enter the Daoyuan Realm, she was only the peak of the Void King Realm. 

 

   But if you use some of the Mo family's spells, you can also fight against the Daoyuan Realm 

powerhouse. 

 

   The cold wind whistled, covering the world, and the sky was rolling in dust. Today is destined to be 

an eventful autumn. 

 

   Mourning was surrounded by a golden light, and the long sword was like a snake, slapped on one 

of the masked men. 

 

   A strong Void King burst on the spot. 

 

   fell into dead silence. 

 

   Everyone reacted: "Do it, kill all except Mourning!" 

 

   The words fell, and someone fell from a giant tree. It was a broad sword. 

 

   When Mourning saw this sword, he immediately realized who was behind the mask! 

 

   Punishment Bureau, Xiang Yingjie! 



 

   The sword intent is overwhelming, like a mad lion descending from the sky. 

 

   Mourning's expression suddenly changed, although she had stopped Xiang Yingjie's strong punch 

before. 

 

   But all this is based on Xiang Yingjie's focus on Ye Chen, and now, Xiang Yingjie's breath seems to 

have undergone a certain transformation! 

 

   is definitely not the current she can shake. 

 

   Thinking of this, Mourning no longer hesitated, pinching his fingers to force a drop of blood! 

 

   Essence and blood hit the sword body, a light flickered, and the sword in her hand broke free from 

the arm and flew out. 

 

   A substantial light, like a meteor piercing the sky. 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   Under a loud noise, Mourning's sword was cut directly and split into two. 

 

  At the same time, the mad lion seemed to open its mouth wide and swallowed towards Mourning. 

 

"not good!" 

 

   She backed away quicklyMiss, let me help you! " 

 

   Lao Tian slashed two Void King Realm powerhouses with a single sword, holding the heavy sword 

in his hand, piercing the mad lion phantom! 



 

   The phantom disappeared in an instant, but a powerful Dao Origin Realm fell with a sword, and a 

sword mark appeared on the back of Old Tian. 

 

   flew out on the spot, vomiting blood! 

 

   "Old Tian!" 

 

   Mourning was extremely angry. She glanced around her eyes and found her, only a few people 

could fight. 

 

   The rest have been beheaded! 

 

   If this continues, she will definitely fall into the palm of these people. 

 

   She didn't hesitate anymore, she quickly pinched a few tricks, and a white light shuttled out with a 

turn of her wrist. 

 

  , like a flaming phoenix, headed towards the Mo family powerhouses who were in danger! 

 

   The sea of fire spreads, Fengming for nine days. 

 

   Several masked men were swallowed by flames on the spot. 

 

   Just then, a wide sword came! Carrying surging weather waves, it hit Mourning's body fiercely! 

 

   Mourning backed up a few steps, and her blood surged. She just wanted to do it, but she realized 

that there was already a cold sword on her neck. 

 

   Her spiritual knowledge spread, but she found that the man behind her was Situ Feng! 



Chapter 1047: I don't like your mask! 

Her face was cold, and she said angrily: "Situ Feng, do you know the cost of doing this! If my brother and 

father knew about it, your Situ family would immediately disappear into this world!" 

 

Situ Feng's eyes flashed with cowardice, but when he thought that the arrow had to be sent on the 

string, he straightened his chest and sneered: "Mourning, you are just a stinky watch. Do you really think 

everyone is surrounding you? Without the Mo family, you are nothing!" 

 

   "You might as well take a look around." 

 

   Mo Ning glanced around, and the Mo family was wiped out! 

 

   Old Tian and the Mo family's other source-level experts have almost no fighting ability. 

 

  The whole body was full of blood, scarred. 

 

   They have achieved the ultimate, and they have also killed several Dao Origin Realm powerhouses! 

 

   Now Situ Feng and Xiang Yingjie have only a few people capable of combat! 

 

   But these people are doomed to win! 

 

   Damn it! 

 

   Mourning wiped the blood stains off the corners of his mouth, and said word by word: "Situ Feng, 

Xiang Yingjie, what do you want! I Mourning admits it!" 

 

  With such a huge net, the fault was that she was determined to be in Linhai City, and no one dared 

to touch her! 

 



   But now she is too naive! 

 

   Situ Feng enjoyed the extreme at this moment, and the scroll of Mourning was like a knife stuck in 

his heart. 

 

   And now, the life of this woman is in his hands! 

 

   This feeling is so cool! 

 

   "Mourning, what do you want me to ask? Hey, to be honest, I have coveted Miss Mo's body for 

many years!" 

 

   "Beast!" 

 

   Mourning wanted to do it, but he felt a cold touch. 

 

   She must live. 

 

   Only if you are alive are you eligible for revenge! 

 

   But today, if her body is defiled by this group of beasts, then what meaning does she have to live 

with! 

 

   "Mourning, take off your clothes, I'm talking about everything." 

 

   Situ Feng smiled greedily, his breathing was rapid, his tongue was licking his mouth. 

 

Xiang Yingjie on the side of    thought of something and walked towards the carriage. 

 

   He didn't see Ye Chen. 



 

   If you guessed right, Ye Chen should be there. 

 

   Today’s things are no small matter. No one can survive. 

 

   Even these deadpools must be cleaned up. 

 

   But Mourning would rather die than surrender, and said to Situ Feng: "Even if I die, it won't be 

perfect for a beast like you! A beast like you will definitely be retribution!" 

 

   The words fell, Mourning suddenly felt something more in the surrounding air. 

 

   Suddenly, her face changed drastically, holding her breath, but it was too late. 

 

   The cultivation level on her body gradually disappeared, and even her body began to weaken. 

 

   Situ Feng smiled. 

 

   "Mourning, do you feel unable to use your true energy? This feeling is uncomfortable." 

 

   "I don't want to force a woman who is life threatening to me." 

 

   After finishing speaking, Situ Feng put down the sword in his hand and rubbed his hands. 

 

   Mourning bit her red lip lightly and forced the infuriating energy, but blood overflowed from the 

corner of her mouth. 

 

feeling bad! 

 



   Looking at the disgusting man in front of her, she was going crazy! 

 

   Does fate play tricks like this! 

 

   Seeing Situ Feng's hands are getting closer and closer! 

 

   Suddenly, there was a burst of breath! A sound of breaking through the air sounded. 

 

   The sound of breaking through the air was fleeting, Situ Feng stopped abruptly, and he stared in 

one direction. 

 

   He can feel locked in. 

 

   He finally saw what it was, it was a spear. 

 

  The spear is surrounded by black air, extremely cold, as if from hell. 

 

   He knew very well that if he was stabbed by this spear, he would definitely die! 

 

   "Fuck me!" 

 

   With a roar, he directly sacrificed a piece of jade pendant! 

 

  The blood falls on the jade pendant! 

 

   The jade pendant suddenly zoomed in and blocked him in front of him. 

 

   Situ Feng exhaled a long breath. This jade pendant was a spiritual object given to him by his father. 

 



   can block most dangers. 

 

   has a very strong body protection formation. 

 

   General power cannot be shaken! 

 

   "Crack!" 

 

   However, the jade pendant is broken! 

 

   completely shattered. 

 

   Situ Feng's eyes widened, completely unbelievable! What he just wanted to say, the long spear 

filled with billowing black mist has appeared in front of him, with a cold and frosty light, penetrating his 

body! 

 

   A big blood-sparkling hole in his chest was shocking. 

 

   Situ Feng lowered his head and looked at everything. He wanted to say something, but he had no 

strength anymore. 

 

   His body fell backwards. 
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   turned into a cold corpse. 

 

   He never thought that he would die like this. At the last moment of death, he saw that the carriage 

curtain was lifted by a hand. 



 

  A cold and proud young man stared at him. 

 

   This look seems to determine his life and death! 

 

   Ye Chen! 

 

  …… 

 

   Mourning sat weakly on the ground, Situ Feng's death was something she never expected. 

 

   She was overjoyed. 

 

  The spear has never been seen before, but in Linhai City, there are very few strong people with 

spears! Is it brother's? 

 

   Could it be that my brother felt that something was wrong and came to save her? 

 

   At this moment, a figure fell beside her, wrapped her hands around her, and directly hugged her. 

 

   "It's really not worrying." 

 

   This voice seemed to have a hint of boredom. 

 

   This voice... 

 

   Mourning raised his head and finally saw who was holding her! 

 

   Ye Chen! 



 

   "Ye Chen, you..." 

 

   Before he finished speaking, Ye Chen placed Mourning on the carriage and leaned against the side 

of the carriage. 

 

   "Forget it, leave the rest to me." 

 

   Ye Chen turned around, and his death-like eyes shot at Xiang Yingjie who was wearing a mask! 

 

   Mourning slightly opened her mouth There was confusion in her beautiful eyes. 

 

  Xiang Yingjie, and even the remaining Void King Realm and Dao Source Realm powerhouses, none 

of them can be shaken by Ye Chen! 

 

   But this kid said to give it to him! 

 

   This is definitely the funniest joke this year. 

 

Xiang Yingjie wearing a mask naturally noticed Ye Chen. He glanced at Situ Feng’s body and said to Ye 

Chen: “Little beast, it seems that I really underestimate you, but you still have to die. You and me They 

are all refining the body, but the gap is as great as the sky! The ants are trying to stop them! 

 

   Ye Chen heard these words and shook his head: "Noisy!" 

 

   "Also, I don't like your mask!" 

 

   The words fell, Ye Chen shook his five fingers, and the Jiuyou Skykiller that flew out actually flew 

back. 

 



   came directly to Xiang Yingjie! 

 

  The black mist billowed, the evil spirits soared into the sky, and the whole world seemed to be 

controlled by the Jiuyou Tianjian spear! 

 

  Xiang Yingjie naturally felt the danger, one side of her body! 

 

   I thought I could avoid the Jiuyou Sky-killing Spear, but didn't expect that Jiuyou Sky-killing Spear 

would still pass along his cheek. 

 

   even flew to Ye Chen's hand. 

 

   Then, the mask on his face was directly shattered. 

Chapter 1048: Breaking the sky 3 shots! First shot! 

 Even the fragments of the mask rubbed his face and scratched a few bloodstains. 

 

   This scene makes the whole world quiet. 

 

   was even more eye-catching. Who would have thought that Ye Chen had broken through the mask 

of such a powerful existence before he even started! 

 

   This is Xiang Yingjie! 

 

   There are more than nine hundred in the sky! 

 

   Even Mourning covered his mouth subconsciously. 

 

   She stared at Ye Chen's back. 

 

   I thought I could see through this guy, but I didn't expect to see only the tip of the iceberg. 



 

   Xiang Yingjie stretched out his hand and touched the bleeding face, he laughed sullenly. 

 

   "Good! Very good! Ye Chen, you successfully angered me." 

 

   "In that case, I will let you feel what it means to refine the body and condense the sword!" 

 

   With a broad sword grip, Xiang Yingjie stepped out step by step. 

 

   Every step shakes the earth. 

 

   A mad lion rushed directly out of Xiang Yingjie's body, and it gradually became real. 

 

   The wild lion roars, the forest is shaking! 

 

   is like a volcanic eruption. 

 

   Suddenly, Xiang Yingjie stepped forward and killed him with a simple broad sword! 

 

   Tearing the world! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't do anything, touched the Jiuyou Skykiller, and said, "Are you sure to break that 

sword?" 

 

   Jiuyou Sky Spear twisted slightly, as if nodding. 

 

"it is good!" 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes condensed, and his whole body exploded, his state rising to the extreme! 



 

   Then one shot! 

 

   With one shot and one sword, they suddenly collided. 

 

  The power of destroying the dryness is rippling! 

 

   Zhou Wei's air wave exploded even more! 

 

   At the feet of Ye Chen and Xiang Yingjie, the ground was even more torn apart. 

 

   The violent air wave made the few alive directly retreat several steps. 

 

   But there is no result! 

 

   Xiang Yingjie's eyes appeared solemn, and he could feel the terrible power. 

 

   is not from Ye Chen, but from that spear! 

 

   There are such weapons in the world! 

 

   Suddenly, Xiang Yingjie thought of something. Could this gun be the one hidden by the Patriarch Ye 

Family of Linhai City? 

 

   If this is true, then he must get it! 

 

   "Little waste, hand over the spear in your hand, I can consider not killing you. Don't forget, there 

are still Void King Realm and Dao Source Realm powerhouses behind me, you alone, how much do you 

think you have?" 

 



   Ye Chen's eyes calmly: "Go away." 

 

   The words fell, the wide sword Xiang Yingjie held in his hand was an existence that has always 

been extremely cherished! 

 

   actually shattered! 

 

   Then, the Jiuyou Sky-killing Spear didn't stop, and, with the meaning of a divine thunder, shot 

directly through Xiang Yingjie's shoulder. 

 

   Xiang Yingjie's eyes were horrified, his five fingers wanted to grab the Jiuyou Skykiller, but when he 

touched it, he felt a burning sensation, and he quickly let go. 

 

   If you don't let go, you will definitely die! 

 

   His body was shaken back abruptly, and finally stabilized, when he saw the wound on his shoulder, 

violence broke out. 

 

   "You dare to hurt my body!" 

 

   How many times his body has not shed blood! 

 

   But I was wounded by the gunshot! 

 

   Ye Chen ignored, he looked at the Jiuyou Skykiller in his hand, shocked to the extreme. 

 

   He knew this gun was powerful, but he didn't know it was so scary! 

 

   can not only destroy the spirit sword, but also break through the body of the peak body refiner in 

the domineering stage! 



 

   placed in the entire Kunlun Xu, it is shocking enough! 

 

  On the rank, it far surpasses the Dragon Swordsman! 

 

   Xiang Yingjie's eyes were full of jealousy. He knew very well that the Jiuyou Sky Spear was a great 

threat to the way of refining the body. 

 

   Right now, it is extremely difficult to kill Ye Chen. 

 

   His eyes looked at the few people behind him, the Dao Origin Realm powerhouse was injured, and 

the Void King Realm was unable to burst out true strength. 

 

   But if so many people unite, they will definitely be able to win Ye Chen! 

 

   "Let's do it together, kill this kid, and the gun in his hand, I want it!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

   In an instant, everyone turned towards Ye Chen. 

 

   The knife and light sword shadow pierced the air, swallowing towards Ye Chen with fierce sparks. 
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   Ye Chen's eyes were cold, he didn't dare to be careless. 

 

   The whole body was covered with thunder, and the sky was clouded with thunder clouds. 

 

   Booming Thunder and Lightning crashed on Ye Chen's Jiuyou Sky Spear. 

 



   Seeing this scene, Xiang Yingjie discovered something. 

 

   This child controls not only the flame, but also the lightning! Could it be... 

 

   He shook his head, absolutely impossible! 

 

   The sword, the light and the sword shadow, instantly hit Ye Chen's body, and Ye Chen slammed his 

spear and directly tore the sword shadow apart! 

 

  At the same time, a shot was fired out, and he broke a strong man in the early stage of the Void 

King Realm on the spot! 

 

   is strong, but one person after all. 

 

   Some sword intent still fell, tearing Ye Chen's casual clothes on the spot! 

 

   There were even bloodstains. 

 

   Fortunately, the blood stain is not deep. 

 

   "Ye Chen, how does this feel?" 

 

   "I will give you one last chance, give up resistance, and hand over the weapons in your hand! 

Otherwise--" 

 

   Many people are approaching! 

 

   Only Ye Chen was struggling to support it. 

 

   "Give your ancestors!" 



 

   Ye Chen shouted angrily! 

 

  The unquenchable fire between the eyebrows suddenly rushed out! 

 

   The temperature rises, as if swallowing the surroundings, turning into a flame arena, enveloping 

everyone! 

 

   is far from over! 

 

   "Blood dragon, come out!" 

 

   There was another roar, and the Dragon Yin exploded. In the eyes of everyone, Ye Chen rushed out 

of a blood dragon! 

 

   The blood dragon rushed straight into the sky, and then swooped down! 

 

   This scene shocked everyone's sight! 

 

   Blood Dragon, God Thunder, Flame! 

 

   These three are available at the same time, only one person! 

 

   "Ye Chen, you are Ye Jitian!" Xiang Yingjie exclaimed, his tone of horror was hard to hide! 

 

   When the three words Ye Jitian appeared, even those with Dao Origin Realm could not help but 

take a breath! 

 

   Because there are too many rumors about these three words! 

 



   But no one can believe that the famous and prestigious Ye Sitian in Kunlun is actually right in front 

of them! 

 

   Ye Chen didn't have any desire to answer at this moment, he closed his eyes! 

 

   The breath is ethereal! 

 

   There was a spear skill in his mind! 

 

   Three great shots! 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen opened his eyes, and the air seemed to be torn! 

 

   His body moved, he stepped out in one step, a full ten meters, and the Nine You Heavenly Killing 

Spear danced like a snake in his hand! 

 

   even drew an ancient runeToday, I will let you feel the first shot of the three great guns! " 
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   The light erupted completely, swallowing the world, like a volcanic eruption! 

 

   is like a flame burning, flooding the whole world! 

 

   Ye Chen’s spear intent spreads, and the force of destruction spreads wildly! 

 

The meaning of    spear has turned into countless cold rays! 

 



   The horrible momentum skyrocketed in an instant, the **** thunder, the blood dragon, the 

immortal fire, the three powers enveloping the spear intent that turned into countless cold lights, and 

shrouded everyone. 

 

   "How is it possible, this power is impossible!" 

 

   Feeling the momentum that Ye Chen burst out at this moment, everyone panicked, after all, the 

feeling of crushing was too strong. 

 

   This power, let alone the Void King Realm, even now they can't burst out! 

 

   The terrifying crisis contained in this shot made everyone present seemed to be wrapped in ice, 

like falling into an ice cellar, so uncomfortable! 

 

   Xiang Yingjie showed a look of astonishment. 

 

   Is this the strength of the young man in his twenties? How could it be so powerful! ! ! 

 

   At this moment, he really felt the threat. 

Chapter 1049: For Ye Xitian 

"Ye Jitian?" 

 

   Mourning's beautiful eyes are full of surprises and doubts. 

 

   During this period, she had certainly heard the legend of Ye Jitian. 

 

   With the power of one person, the sect is destroyed. 

 

   can be said to be the nightmare of countless sects and families in Kunlun. 

 



   The entire Kunlun Xu is looking for Ye Jitian, but until now, everyone knows too little about the 

three words Ye Jitian! 

 

   is not even clear about his cultivation and true strength. 

 

   Some people talk about the king state, but others talk about the source state, or even the emperor 
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  According to legend, there are people from that place, who personally told the world, Ye Xitian was 

his disciple! 

 

  If you dare to do it, all beings will be destroyed! 

 

   For a long time, she has been too curious about Ye Xitian. 

 

   Even my father and brother mentioned it many times. 

 

   But she might not even dream of it. The existence that made Kunlun utterly frightened was more 

than ten meters away from her. 

 

   She stared at Ye Chen's back, at this moment, she realized that she couldn't see through Ye Jitian's 

cultivation. 

 

   "Ye Chen, Ye Jitian, what kind of person are you?" 

 

   At this moment, Xiang Yingjie and others feel more and more threatened. 

 

   In the eyes of everyone, this blow almost surpassed the strength of everyone present! 

 

   and even those powerhouses in the early stages of Daoyuan Realm. 



 

   Everyone wanted to leave subconsciously, but Xiang Yingjie let out an angry roar: "What are you 

running! Everyone forced a drop of blood, and with the power of blood, the gun was blocked!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

   Everyone awakened, so they forced a drop of blood. 

 

   The meaning of essence and blood suddenly shot out, and they collided together. 

 

   Xiang Yingjie pinched his fingers and opened his five fingers, and he instantly grasped the many 

essences and blood. 

 

   Then he patted himself heavily. 

 

   Suddenly, a blood-colored armor appeared all over his body. 

 

The clothes on    exploded, and the blood lines were shocking. 

 

   He had no choice. If he didn't kill Ye Chen, the consequences would be disastrous. 

 

   "Dead!" 

 

   Xiang Yingjie's neck was violently blue, and there was a roar that shook the sky, and then, a blood-

colored sword was condensed in his hand. 

 

   Then, holding onto the big sword, he cut and killed Ye Chen! 

 

   "I don't care if you are Ye Chen or Ye Jitian. Today, I carry the power of the essence and blood of 

many powerful people, and I will kill you little beast when I turn into a ghost!" 



 

   Ye Chen smiled coldly as he watched the scarlet sword burst through the air. 

 

   The blood dragon coiled around his body, and the power of the dragon chanted in the world made 

him at least not afraid. 

 

   Xiang Yingjie has blood-colored armor, and Ye Chen's body is covered with red divine thunder, 

which is also armor, not afraid of everything! 

 

   He once again condensed three great shots, and blasted away. 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   The red light and the black mist are intertwined. 

 

   The violent roar bursts open, like a wild lion and blood dragon intertwined in mid-air! 

 

   The mad lion opened its mouth wide, and wanted to bite the short blood dragon, but the blood 

dragon's body had already entangled it! 

 

  The wild lion is certainly the king of beasts in the mountains! 

 

   But don’t forget, Shenlong is the king of the nine heavens! 

 

  Who can compete! 

 

   "Break me!" 

 

   Ye Chen showed a sneer at the corner of his mouth. 

 



   Although he is invincible, he has countless cards in his hand, and he is afraid. 

 

   Today, he beheaded this hero, stepped onto the top of the sky, and opened the road to heaven! 

 

   Nine Nether Killing Sky Spear burst out with a dazzling and dazzling light, covering everything, 

instantly causing Xiang Yingjie's **** sword to shatter again! 

 

   At the same time, he broke open the **** armor on Xiang Yingjie! 

 

   Ye Chen's dantian's infuriating qi is lost like crazy! 

 

   shows exhaustion! 

 

   But at the moment his critical jaw! 

 

  Either Xiang Yingjie died or he died today! 

 

"Do not!" 

 

   Watching the scarlet sword shatter, Xiang Yingjie let out a mouthful of blood, and roared in 

disbelief. 

 

   His pride seems to be shattered by Ye Chen with a single shot! 

 

   He is the king, he should stand tall, how could he lose to a nasty kid? 

 

   Seeing that Jiuyou Skykiller had cut through the air and touched his chest. 

 

   Xiang Yingjie's eyes are red, as if to burst! 



 

   The violent demonic energy made Xiang Yingjie feel the cold death feeling! 

 

   Xiang Yingjie no longer hesitated, stretched out his right hand, grabbed it violently, and a powerful 

Void King realm appeared in his hand. 

 

   Then he slammed at Jiuyou Skykiller! 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   Under the horror of the Void King Realm powerhouse, it turned into a blood mist! 

 

   became a dead ghost! 

 

   Then, Xiang Yingjie said angrily to the remaining few: "Despite everything, kill this little beast! Just 

now, hurry!" 

 

   Everyone nodded, and now Ye Chen is no longer shaken. If he doesn't make a move, he will be 

dead! 

 

   Afterimages, several Void King Realm and Dao Origin Realm powerhouses appeared around Ye 

Chen. 

 

   Arms buckled out one after another, and they grabbed Ye Chen's hands and feet. 

 

   Ye Chen was instantly bound. 

 

   Then, Xiang Yingjie's eyes condensed, and his body burned! 

 

   The power of refining can also burn! 



 

  He has no choice! Must give Ye Chen a fatal blow! 

 

   The flames on his right arm were vertical and horizontal, looking at the fettered Ye Chen, he 

plundered away with a palm! 

 

   This palm is very expensive! 

 

   He was about to hit Ye Chen on his body, making him frustrated, but the latter smiled. 

 

   Then, a black light appeared on Ye Chen's eyebrows. 

 

   Black light is like an eye. 

 

   From the eyes of Jiuyou Hell. 

 

   completely opened! 

 

   Xiang Yingjie was startled: "This is..." 

 

   Before he could react, Ye Chen was full of devilish energy! 

 

   The momentum suddenly climbed again, and for a while, the devilish energy formed and turned 

into essence. 

 

   The devilish energy is extremely cold, and it is heading towards the many powerhouses who 

restrict Ye Chen! 

 

   "Wow!" 

 



   Each arm burst open suddenly! 

 

"How could this be!" 

 

   The crowd was terrified, and even more terrified! 

 

   No one would have thought that Ye Xitian was still a member of the Demon Race! 

 

  Only people of the demon clan, demon energy can kill people! 

 

   Under the billowing demons, Ye Chen Binghan's eyes shot at Xiang Yingjie, Jiuyou killed the sky 
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   made the sense of killing in his heart completely erupt! 

 

   He stepped out in one step, the evil spirit cloak danced, the Nine Nether Killing Spear shot out, and 

the rolling devil gas turned into a long spear! 

 

   The permeating breath spreads to the audience! 

 

   Under this breath, Xiang Yingjie only felt that he was in **** and a sea of blood, and the demons 

were attacking. Thousands of beasts swept like a torrent! 

 

   This is the feeling of hell! 

 

   The expanding spear is so dazzling, it is the sickle of the **** of death! 

 

   And the young man in front of him, who was regarded as an ant, is like a devil descending into the 

world, with unparalleled momentum! 



 

   He subconsciously wants to dodge! 

 

   But it's too late! 

 

   Jiuyou Killing Sky Spear swept all directions. 

 

   tore the air and penetrated Xiang Yingjie's body! 

 

   "Don't!" 

 

   Xiang Yingjie’s domineering body was instantly broken! 

 

   Wherever I go, there is death but no life! 

 

   This moment is Xiang Yingjie wrapped in regret and fear! 

 

   If he knew that this person was Ye Jitian, he shouldn't make a move, let alone ambush again! 

 

   He lowered his head, and the violent meaning of Jiuyou Sky Spear was released, and he watched 

his body collapse! 

 

   resist? 

 

   He is not qualified to resist. 

 

   His red eyes stared at Ye Chen, trying to speak, but found it was in vain! 

 

   Explode the flesh! 



 

   Xiang Yingjie, die! 

 

  The name of the sky list has changed hands completely! 

 

   is Ye Jitian! 

Chapter 1050: what are you going to do! 

The death of Xiang Yingjie made the whole world suddenly quiet. 

 

   The remaining alive masked strong men only have fear in their hearts. 

 

   They stared at Ye Chen, who was surrounded by billowing devil energy. 

 

   In their eyes, Ye Chen at this moment is the demon master who controls Jiuyou Hell. 

 

  The key Kunlun Xu, why does the Demon Race appear again? 

 

   Didn't the demons disappear in Kunlun Xu a long time ago? 

 

   Especially the Jiuyou Skykiller in Ye Chen's hand, the faint blue light flickered, and even gusts of 

cloudy wind formed around him. 

 

   is like being in the **** of killing. 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen raised his head, Binghan glanced at everyone, and said coldly: "Kneel down!" 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes are red at this moment, like a sign of enchantment. 

 

   Nine Youskill Heaven Spear certainly gave Ye Chen a powerful force. 



 

   has great side effects at the same time. 

 

  Magic nature will gradually devour people's mind and thinking. 

 

   even makes people become violent and cruel. 

 

   Those people were startled when they heard such words, and they were extremely angry! 

 

   Their identities, how can they kneel down to an ant? 

 

   But the cold eyes seemed to dominate their lives. 

 

   If you don’t kneel, the consequences are extremely serious. 

 

  Although there are strong Dao Origin Realm in the crowd, almost all of them have been seriously 

injured, and the real strength they can exert is also in the Void King Realm. 

 

   How do these strengths compete with the current Ye Chen! 

 

   "Don't kneel? Good." 

 

   Ye Chen's arm shook, and Jiuyou Sky Spear flew out. 

 

   Fast as thunder. 

 

   Then, a body was penetrated directly by the Jiuyou Sky Spear. New 81 Chinese website update the 
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   also splashed with warm blood on everyone's face. 

 

   "Pump!" 

 

   This kind of pressure on my heart was too uncomfortable, and one person couldn't bear it on the 

spot, so he knelt down. 

 

   Then, the others knelt down. 

 

   No one dared to stand still. 

 

   This is a world where the power is respected. Although the current Ye Chen realm is no more than 

the Saint King realm, but the strength is enough to shake everyone present! 

 

   They have any reason not to kneel! 

 

   "Mr. Ye, we are only being threatened by Xiang Yingjie. If we know that it is Mr. Ye, I would never 

dare to do it. Please let Mr. Ye let us make a living. We are willing to be a cow and a horse for you." 

 

   Mourning leaned on the carriage, watching the scene in front of him, his mouth opened wide. 

 

   She knows how powerful the group of people are, and she has a certain identity in Linhai City. 

 

   But at this moment, he kneeled down to Ye Chen and begged for mercy. 

 

   is enough to see how deep the shadows are in everyone's hearts. 

 

The three words    or Ye Jiantian represent too much meaning. 

 



   At this moment, Ye Chen looked condescendingly at the group of people in front of him, and said: 

"Are you willing to be a cow and a horse for me?" 

 

   "Yes, yes, Mr. Ye, we will do what you want us to do. If our strength is restored, we can definitely 

help you a lot! Even build your own power!" 

 

   These people just want to survive. As for whether they are really willing to help Ye Chen, that's 

another matter. 

 

   After he stabilized Ye Chen, he went directly to the adult in the punishment bureau. 

 

   This guy is both Ye Jitian and also killed Xiang Yingjie. 

 

   will definitely die! 

 

   They don’t even need to use the Punishment Bureau, as long as the news is revealed, there will be 

countless people chasing after the name Ye Jitian! 

 

   "What do I want you to do, do what you do?" Ye Chen had an interesting taste. 

 

"Correct!" 

 

   Suddenly, Ye Chen stepped out one step at a time, and his devilish energy rolled, as if tearing the 

world apart. 

 

   "Sorry, I want you to die!" 

 

   The endless devilish energy entangled on the Jiuyou Sky Spear, and then the unquenchable fire 

was suddenly released. 

 

   The flames spread, like a giant beast swallowing everyone. 



 

   They struggle! 

 

   They are horrified! 

 

   They wanted to break through the unquenchable fire, but they found that the billowing devil 
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   can't leave at all. 

 

   After a while, the painful screams gradually disappeared, and the whole world returned to calm. 

 

   Ye Chen at this moment is an extreme, he knows very well that Ye Jitian's secret will bring him a lot 

of trouble. 

 

   These people cannot be as loyal to themselves as Ye Lingtian, they can only kill. 

 

   After doing all this, he turned his head, when the red and cold eyes fell on Mourning's body. 

 

   Mourning seemed to fall into an ice cave, and even felt that this man would dare to kill himself! 

 

   Fortunately, the red eyes quickly disappeared. 

 

Back to normal. 

 

   Ye Chen exhaled, and then went in one direction. 

 

   Mourning thought that the other party was going to care about him, but he didn't expect that Ye 

Chen turned around and went to the injured Ye Lingtian. 

 



   "Ling Tian, how do you feel?" 

 

   Ye Chen took out a pill and let Ye Lingtian take it directly. 

 

   A few seconds later, Ye Lingtian eased a little. 

 

   Such a move made Mourning gritted his teeth! 

 

   Anyway, she is also a beautiful woman, but this Ye Chen actually cared for a man first? 

 

   It's like, Ye Chen's own beauty is nothing in Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

   is not even comparable to a man! 

 

   "Hall Lord, I'm fine, those people... those people..." 

 

   Ye Lingtian saw the broken arms and the blood and bones all over the floor, his eyes horrified. 

 

   looked at the lord again, there was only one guess in his heart. 

 

   Did the palace master take all these people? 

 

   If this is true, it would be terrible. 

 

   He finally understood why the ancestors had to tie up a man at all costs and even more than a 

thousand years of fate! 

 

   Because this man is really likely to stand on the top of Kunlun Xu! 

 



  Even, Kunlun Xu is too small for this man. 

 

   "Don't use dantian again today. When you get to the Mo family, I will grab a pill for you, take a few 

times, and you will be completely cured." 

 

   "Yes, the lord." 

 

   Then, Ye Chen walked towards Mourning, stretched out his hand, and pointed at Mourning's chest. 

 

   Mourning is extremely vigilant: "Ye Chen, what are you going to do!" 

 

   "Don't talk nonsenseI am not interested in your figure, I am a doctor." 

 

   After speaking, the endless infuriating energy rushed into Mourning's body. 

 

   Nine Heavens Xuanyang Jue is the world's most yang technique, and true energy is also the 

existence of the most yang. 

 

   The gas that Mourning inhales is most afraid of this kind of sun. 

 

   Infuriated anger rolled in, Mourning felt something strange on his chest, his face flushed. 

 

   Her body became hot, and she got wet under her clothes. 

 

   is even somewhat transparent. 

 

   She wanted to resist, but she soon found that her soft hands and feet had regained consciousness. 

 

   Then she completely believed Ye Chen, Ye Chen was really helping her. 



 

   "Ye Chen, can I beg you to help me save the people who are left in the Mo family? They ended up 

doing this to protect me." 

 

   "If you save these Mo family members, I will help you speak in front of your father and brother at 

all costs." 

 

   A few minutes later, Ye Chen released his hand and walked toward the one remaining person. 

 

   On the Mo family's side, there is another person who has some aura, that is Lao Tian. 

 

   As for the remaining people, almost dead, even if Ye Chen wanted to save, there was no way. 


